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Abstract: This Trends article discusses the political psychological impact of terrorism.

9/11 is commonly viewed as a watershed in taking the threat of terrorism seriously and in doing what needs to be done to meet the threat. Unfortunately, one can argue that post-9/11 response has been too short on antiterrorism and counterterrorism efficacy and too long on activity supporting terrorism efficacy.

One example of the latter is the plethora of scholarly journal articles about the psychological consequences of 9/11. Theoretical postulations, the delineation of survey and experimental hypotheses, the crafting of methodologies, the seizing upon some collected data as opposed to others, and interpretive and discursive paean s all are founded on a priori suppositions of doom. This doom may be elaborated as post-traumatic stress disorder; permutations and combinations of anxiety, depression, and anhedonia; shock, shock mingled with disbelief; and timeless and timely social roles of the tragic victim.

The very promulgation of such articles creates demand characteristics of self- and social-fulfilling prophecy. These demand characteristics increase the probability that psychological intermediary phenomena arise as desired by terrorists on a causal sequence towards the achievement of terrorist political objectives. In fact, the vivid descriptions of iatrogenically enhanced sequelae and plaintive pleas for the funding of trauma research and therapy play right into terrorist hands.